Outreach and Engagement
Roadshow in focus countries
Focus countries

- Austria
- Belgium
- Cyprus
- Estonia
- France
- Greece
- Romania
- Spain
- Sweden

= National consortium
"Focus countries": what does it mean?

- **Incoming**: specific information is sought directly at the source, in respect to quality and compliance, in particular re the 4 technology focus areas
  - Ventilation and airtightness
  - Sustainable summer comfort
  - Transmission losses
  - Renewables in multi-energy systems

- **Outgoing**: the project outputs and conclusions are brought back to the focus country network, supporting the dialogue through activities such as the roadshow and the national concertation platforms.
Focus countries: how is it done

➢ In each of the focus countries, there is at least one QUALICHeCK partner organisation based and working. Each such organisation will coordinate and follow up the work.
Books

6.2.6. **Structured presentation of midterm findings:** A 1st book is planned for early 2016, integrating the findings from 18 months of the project. The book should document the main issues found to influence compliance and quality in EPBD implementation, supporting further dialogue. Among others, it will be used as the starting point for engagement during the Roadshows. The book size might be of the order of 100-150 pages. It will be distributed electronically and, if feasible and considered necessary, in printed form.

6.2.7. **Final consolidation of project findings and recommendations:** At the end of the project, a 2nd book is to be published, integrating the project outcomes, as well as relevant feedback and external input received. The book will represent the “results oriented report” of the QUALICHeCK project, as well as its legacy to the QUALICHeCK Platform which will continue thereon.
6.3.3. Roadshow in focus countries and presentation of 1st book: At the project mid term, 1-day seminars are planned in the 9 focus countries, to present the outcomes until then, including the 1st book. [...] These events should on the one hand substantially contribute to national awareness raising, as well as provide feedback and additional inputs.

Planned for 2016